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(+44)1449774477 - http://www.facebook.com/The-mandarin-434465247362501/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of The Mandarin Takeaway from Mid Suffolk. Currently,
there are 16 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner
directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Sarah Reid likes about The Mandarin Takeaway:

Sunday evening, 4 adults, all hungry, but too late to do a roast, so decided for a chinese. my wife had the
mandarin somewhere on the back of her understood, recommended by a friend so that we had a jump. excellent
round! phoned it for delivery; eta 45 minutes, came in 30. and all hot! quality excellent and tom yum suppe was
superb with large pieces of fish, tinted fish and garnel. also with lucky cookies! is used ag... read more. What

Elliott Johnson doesn't like about The Mandarin Takeaway:
I have ordered food before and enjoyed it but you can never get through on the phone lines to place an order. I

called this evening and the phone was answered after a few attempts but no one said hello, I waited on the
line...whilst I heard other customers being served. I heard someone pick up the phone and then hung up on me. I

tried calling again and could not get through so decided to order from somewhere else. read more. In The
Mandarin Takeaway from Mid Suffolk, expect versatile, scrumptious Chinese cuisine that's traditionally

cooked in a wok, The creative fusion of different menus with fresh and partially daring products is highly valued
by the visitors - a nice example of Asian Fusion. Look forward to the enjoyment of scrumptious vegetarian

menus, On the menu there are also several Asian dishes.
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Toas�
TOAST

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

�ngerfoo�
CALAMARES

Starter�
PRAWN CRACKERS

Soup
TOM YUM

Sala� an� Soup
TOM YUM SOUP

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

THAI CHICKEN

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
BEEF

CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

FISH

SOUP

TOSTADAS
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Opening Hours:
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Thursday 16:30-22:00
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